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Dynamic Behavior of Segmented-in-Series Tubular Solid Oxide Fuel Cell upon Discharge
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Dynamic behavior of the segmented-in-series tubular solid oxide fuel cell upon discharge was investigated. The cell performance decreased initially at 900°C, accompanied by the increase of ohmic resistance. Lower partial pressure of oxygen in the cathode resulted in a more severe decrease, whereas the gas displacement in the anode compartment did not induce such behavior. As the current was cut off, the ohmic resistance rapidly recovered toward the starting value before current load. The possible origin for this increase-recovery behavior of the ohmic resistance has been discussed based on the evaluation of oxygen partial pressure at the cathode/electrolyte interface and element interdiffusion between cathode and electrolyte.
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Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is an efficient power generation system that directly converts the chemical energy stored in the fuel and oxidant to the electrical energy. Although there are no concentration gradients of gases in both electrodes at open circuit voltage (OCV), the partial pressures of fuel and oxidant reduce along the gas flow channel under current loading conditions. The electrochemical reaction proceeds at the triple phase boundary (TPB) near the electrode/electrolyte interface. Thus, more severe fuel or oxidant concentration gradients build up locally near the electrode/electrolyte interface. The significantly lower fuel and oxidant concentrations in the vicinity of TPB can induce the changes in local electrode surface chemistry and interfacial microstructure, both of which decide the cell dynamic behavior. Two possible electrode dynamic behaviors are expected upon discharge, i.e., electrode activation and electrode degradation.

During the initial period of current load, the electrochemical performance of SOFC is improved significantly, depending on the cell components. This behavior is well known as the electrode activation. In contrast to the weak activation of Ni/Y2O3-stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ) components, this behavior is well known as the electrode activation. Thus, more severe fuel or oxidant concentration gradients build up locally near the electrode/electrolyte interface. This behavior is well known as the electrode activation.

In our previous studies, the individual electrode processes of the anode and cathode have been separated from impedance spectra consisting of several overlapped components after exclusion of high-frequency inductive component for the segmented-in-series tubular SOFC. The gas transport impedance has been intensively discussed. In this work, our objective is to investigate the dynamic behavior of the cell upon discharge. To clearly observe the change in the cell performance during the initial stage of current load, the current load cycling tests were conducted. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was used to monitor the variation of the electrode kinetics induced by the current load.

Experimental

Cell geometry.— The segmented-in-series SOFC short stack was fabricated by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. The cell fabrication procedures have been reported elsewhere. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the two-cell short stack employed in this study. Two serially-connected single cells with identical size and fabrication processes were numbered as cell 1 and cell 2. Each single cell consists of seven components: (La,Sr)(Ca,Mn)O3 (LSCM) cathode current collecting layer, LSM/YSZ cathode active layer, YSZ electrolyte, Ni/YSZ anode active layer, Ni/YSZ anode current collecting layer, CaO-stabilized ZrO2 substrate and (La,Sr)TiO3 interconnector. The slurries of the anodes, the anode interlayers, the electrolytes, and the interconnectors were serially screen-printed on the substrate tubes and co-sintered in air at 1400~1460°C for 4 h. Afterward, the slurries of the cathode active layers and cathode current collecting layers were serially screen-printed on the aforementioned co-sintered assembly and subsequently baked in air at 1300~1365°C for 2 h. Details of the textual parameters of a single cell are described in Ref. 16. The dimensions of the cell components have been designed so as to be suitable for the basic electrochemical evaluation. The distance between the neighboring cathodes is 8 mm. The internal diameter of the porous substrate is 16.5 mm. The internal and external diameters of the cathode chamber are 25.5 and 42 mm, respectively. The effective area of power generation for one single cell is 6.91 cm².
Cell test.— The fuel and oxidant were supplied in the counter-flow direction, and the operating temperature was fixed at 900 °C. Pt wires of 1I and 3I work as the current lead wires. The wires of 1 A and 2 A work as the voltage lead wires for cell 1, and 2 A and 3 A serve as the voltage lead wires for cell 2. The test apparatus can be seen in Ref. 16. All the electrochemical tests were carried out on cell 1. The test conditions were denoted in each figure. The impedance spectra were performed by Solartron 1260 combined with Solartron 1287, and recorded with the ac-amplitude of 100 mA. The test frequency range was from 1 MHz to 0.01 Hz unless special denotation and 20 points were measured at each decade. The fitting of the impedance data was performed with software ZVIEW.19

Current interruption method was applied to evaluate the ohmic resistance under current load. It was fulfilled via a current pulse generator (HC2005, Hokuto Denko corp.). The current load was 0.22 A cm$^{-2}$. The discharge operation was interrupted once each 10 min and the time of holding at OCV was 300 ms. The ohmic resistance $R_o$ estimated by current interruption method is calculated by

$$R_o = \frac{V_a - V_b}{I} \tag{1}$$

where $V_a$ is the voltage soon after the current interruption, $V_b$ is the voltage before the current interruption and $I$ is the current density loaded.

Results

The first current load for as-prepared cell.— To reduce the gas diffusion resistance in the anode, a gaseous mixture of 36.4% H$_2$–33.6% H$_2$O–30% N$_2$ was supplied with a sufficient flow rate of 432 mL min$^{-1}$. The cathode gas composed of 21% O$_2$–79% N$_2$ was supplied with a constant rate of 500 mL min$^{-1}$. The cell was held at OCV for 130 h before discharge, but no discernible changes were observed in the impedance spectra during this holding process. Figure 2 shows the time course of output voltage with a current density of 0.15 A cm$^{-2}$ at 900 °C. Discharge operation was conducted for 216 h, and the current was cut off periodically to test the impedance at OCV. For each time period, a significant decrease in the initial cell performance was found. Furthermore, the obtained output voltage was reduced gradually with time up to 144 h, and then almost steady state was achieved. These results are different from the general observations, in which the initial cell performance shows a significant improvement with a supply of constant current.$^{1,2}$

Figure 3a shows the impedance spectra measured periodically at OCV during the interval of the current loads of 0.15 A cm$^{-2}$ at 900 °C in Fig. 2. Due to the strong disturbance of high-frequency inductance caused by long lead wires and insufficient electromagnetic shielding, the high-frequency intercepts of the impedance spectra with the real axis appeared at 1778–1995 Hz. The impedance arc at $\sim$ 200 Hz shrank with time, whereas the high-frequency intercept with the real axis increased significantly. The changes in the low-frequency region

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)  
**Figure 1.** The schematic diagram of the two-single-cell stack.

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)  
**Figure 2.** The time course of the cell output voltage with a current load of 0.15 A cm$^{-2}$ at 900 °C for the as-prepared cell.
Holding at OCV after current load for 216 h at 0.15 A cm$^{-2}$

Anode: 432 mL min$^{-1}$ 36.4% H$_2$-33.6% H$_2$O-30% N$_2$
Cathode: 500 mL min$^{-1}$ 21% O$_2$-79% N$_2$

Figure 3. Impedance spectra tested at OCV during the current load of 0.15 A cm$^{-2}$ for 216 h (a) and tested during subsequently holding at OCV (b).

of the spectra below 3 Hz were small. With the prolonged time, the measured impedance spectra gradually approached a steady state. The impedance spectra over time during subsequent holding at OCV after operating at 0.15 A cm$^{-2}$ for 216 h are displayed in Figure 3b. Both the high-frequency intercept with the real axis and the arc at $\sim 200$ Hz rapidly recovered toward the starting values before the current load. Although their recoveries were incomplete, the response in Fig. 2 and impedance change in Fig. 3 are expected to be reversible process induced by the sudden and forced current interruptions. Because the other components of impedance showed only modest increases upon discharge, the initial change in cell performance should be associated with the increase of the high-frequency intercept with the real axis.

For this segmented-in-series cell, we have demonstrated previously that the impedance arc corresponding to cathode oxygen ion transport through LSM/YSZ interface and YSZ of the composite cathode appears at or over 10 kHz and the electrochemical reaction at the anodic TPB appears at $\sim 1000$ Hz. The impedance arc at $\sim 200$ Hz is assigned to the oxygen reduction process in the cathode. The impedance arc below 3 Hz is attributed to the gas diffusion resistance in both electrodes. Thus, the shrinkage of the semicircle at $\sim 200$ Hz upon discharge can be considered as the cathode activation induced by the generation of oxygen vacancies. Once the current is cut off, newly-generated oxygen vacancies are re-occupied by the dissociated adsorption of molecular oxygen, which can lead to the recovery of this impedance arc. The high-frequency intercept with the real axis at $\sim 1778$ Hz includes the contributions of charge transfer reaction at the anodic TPB, oxygen ion transfer through LSM/YSZ interface and YSZ particles, and ohmic resistance. In the next section, then, the dominant electrode process for the increase-recovery of the high-frequency intercept on the real axis was investigated by the current load cycling test under various atmospheres.
Current load cycling.— Figure 4 shows the schematic operation schedule of current load cycling test. The cell was continuously switched between the current load of 0.22 A cm\(^{-2}\) for 3 h and 0 A cm\(^{-2}\) for 36 min. The impedance test was started just after switching the cell to 0 A cm\(^{-2}\) for 15 sec for each cycle. Figure 5 shows the variations of output voltage at 0.22 A cm\(^{-2}\) with an elapse of time during initial 35 cycles under different partial pressure of steam, \(P(H_2O)\), in the anode. In these measurements, oxygen was supplied to the cathode at 500 mL min\(^{-1}\). The cell performance was stable throughout 100 h of operation with the cyclic current change in every \(P(H_2O)\) in the anode gas up to 0.336 atm. In response to this behavior, no changes in impedance spectra were found during each current load cycle, as was not shown here. Therefore, the initial spiky response and gradual decrease in cell performance observed in Fig. 2 was not attributed to the anode.

Then, the detailed investigation focused on the cathodic reaction and condition. The variations of the output voltage at 0.22 A cm\(^{-2}\) under different partial pressure of oxygen, \(P(O_2)\), in the cathode are shown in Fig. 6. In these measurements, the anode gas composition was fixed at 36.4% H\(_2\)–33.6% H\(_2\)O–30% N\(_2\) with a flow rate of 432 mL min\(^{-1}\). Except for the cathode gas condition at \(P(O_2) = 1\) atm, the cell performance was deteriorated during the initial stage of current load and the lower \(P(O_2)\) resulted in a more severe deterioration. Figure 7 shows the impedance spectra tested at OCV during the above current load cycling and subsequent holding under different \(P(O_2)\) in the cathode chamber. The impedance spectra kept unchanged throughout this measurement at \(P(O_2) = 1\) atm. Under the lower \(P(O_2)\) conditions the impedance arc at \(\sim 200\) Hz shrunk, while the high-frequency intercept with the real axis increased with the progress of the cycles. After the current was cut off, the impedance spectra, especially the high-frequency intercepts, rapidly recovered toward the initial state before the current load. The above-mentioned behavior became more obvious as the \(P(O_2)\) in the cathode was lowered. Considering the rapid recovery of the high-frequency intercept with the real axis after the current cutoff, it is expected that the impedance spectra tested from low-frequency to high-frequency at OCV should not change significantly with the discharge time. This is because it takes long time to measure the low-frequency impedance component.

Figure 4. A schematic diagram of current load cycling.

Figure 5. The variation of output voltage with time under cycling the current load of 0.22 A cm\(^{-2}\) at different \(P(H_2O)\) in the anode.

Figure 6. The variation of output voltage with time under cycling the current load of 0.22 A cm\(^{-2}\) at different \(P(O_2)\) in the cathode.
Figure 7. Impedance spectra tested under cycling the current load of 0.22 A cm$^{-2}$ (a1, b1, c1, d1) and subsequently holding at OCV (a2, b2, c2, d2) at different $P$(O$_2$) in the cathode.

Figure 8 shows the impedance spectra tested from 0.01 Hz to 1 MHz over time during the current load cycling at $P$(O$_2$) = 0.1 atm. Note that the impedance spectra did not show apparent changes. This result further indicates that the relaxation of the high-frequency intercept with the real axis is a very fast process. Then, the current interruption measurements were conducted to monitor the change in ohmic resistance during the 15th discharge in 10% O$_2$–90% N$_2$, as shown in Fig. 9. Within the first 1 h a rapid increase in the ohmic resistance was confirmed, and then the almost steady value was obtained. This behavior agreed well with the change in cell performance as observed in Fig. 2. Thus, the increase-recovery behavior of the high-frequency intercept with the real axis in impedance spectra should be related to the change in ohmic resistance.

**Discussion**

The initial decrease in cell performance and the concomitant increase in ohmic resistance were strongly affected by $P$(O$_2$) at the cathode side under current load. The overpotential of the cathodic reaction is extracted from Eq. 2. Then the partial pressure of oxygen at the cathode-electrolyte interface, $P$(O$_2$–interface), under current load with 0.22 A cm$^{-2}$ was hypothetically estimated by using Eq. 3.
temperature processing results in the Mn dissolution into YSZ by grain boundary diffusion as well as the formation of insulating layers such as La2Zr2O7 and SrZrO3. 25-28 It is well known that these solid state reactions lead to a significant decrease in the cell electrical conductivity. For example, 5 mol% Mn-doped YSZ only has a half of the electrical conductivity of pure YSZ at 850 °C,29 and the electrical conductivities of both zirconates are about three orders of magnitude lower than that of YSZ.30-32 However, the influence of zirconate phases will be minimized because these phases disappear during the first current load, as was confirmed by other researchers.7, 8 Therefore we have to focus on the electrochemical properties of Mn-doped YSZ. Several studies28, 29, 33 has shown that the electrical conductivity of Mn-doped YSZ remarkably reduces with decreasing P(O2). For 4 mol% Mn-doped YSZ, the conductivity is 1.5 × 10–11 S cm–1 in air, whereas it turns to be 4.8 × 10–2 S cm–1 in 10–5 Pa at 1000 °C.28 Most manganese dissolved into YSZ exists as Mn3+ in air.34 With decreasing P(O2), the oxidation state of manganese species gradually changes from 3+ to 2+, which causes the generation of excessive amount of oxygen vacancies. Thus the association of oxygen vacancies and cations leads to the reduction in the electrical conductivity.29 Another explanation regarding the reduction in electrical conductivity is the chemical property change in the grain boundary phase due to the increased ionic radius of Mn2+–33. The decrease-recovery behavior of the electrical conductivity of Mn-doped YSZ upon the atmosphere exchange experiments (oxidizing → reducing) has also been observed.33 So the similar behavior is expected to take place in this study. Since P(O2–interface) decreases under current load, Mn3+ dissolved into YSZ is reduced to Mn2+ and then the electrical conductivity decreases. Once the current is cut off, P(O2–interface) recovers toward that at OCV, leading to the oxidation of Mn2+ to Mn3+ and the concomitant decrease in ohmic resistance. Besides the dissolution of manganese into YSZ electrolyte occurring during cell fabrication, the formation of oxygen potential gradient under discharge can also accelerate manganese migration into YSZ electrolyte surface, which has been identified by Jorgensen et al.35 and Backhaus-Ricoult et al.5 This can lead to the further increase of the cell ohmic resistance during long-term operation. Since a series of these factors affect the dynamic behavior of cells, the cell fabrication process and the discharge conditions have to control carefully for the stable prolonged operation.

Table I. Estimated P(O2–interface) at cathode/electrolyte interface under the current load of 0.22 A cm–2 at different P(O2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Cathode overpotential (mV)</th>
<th>P(O2–interface) (atm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.7 × 10–1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% O2-79% N2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.8 × 10–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% O2-90% N2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>7.8 × 10–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% O2-95% N2</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>1.7 × 10–5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

In this study, dynamic behavior of the Mitsubishi segmented-in-series tubular SOFC has been investigated. A significant decrease of the cell performance during the initial period upon discharge was observed at 900 °C. Lower P(O2) in the cathode resulted in a more severe decrease in initial cell performance, whereas the anode gas composition did not affect such decreasing behavior. The initial decrease in cell performance was accompanied by the increase of ohmic resistance. As the current was cut off, the ohmic resistance rapidly recovered to the starting value before discharge in a short-term operation. The increase of the ohmic resistance is likely to be related to the reduction of Mn3+ dissolved in YSZ electrolyte during cell fabrication.

Figure 8. Impedance spectra tested from low-frequency to high-frequency under cycling the current load of 0.22 A cm–2 at 900 °C in 10% O2-90% N2.

(see Table I).

$$\eta_{\text{cathode}} = E^a - V - (R_o + R_a)J$$

$$\eta_{\text{cathode}} = \frac{RT}{4F} \ln \left( \frac{P(O_2-\text{surface})}{P(O_2-\text{interface})} \right)$$

where $\eta_{\text{cathode}}$ is the cathodic overpotential, $P(O_2-\text{surface})$ is the partial pressure of oxygen at the cathode surface, $E^a$ is OCV, $V$ is the output voltage under current density $J$, $R_o$ and $R_a$ are ohmic resistance and anodic polarization resistance, respectively. Both $R_o$ and $R_a$ are estimated from fitting the impedance spectra under current load with an equivalent circuit shown in Refs. 15 and 16. For $R_a$, only the anodic gas diffusion resistance was considered because of the fast electrochemical hydrogen oxidation process at this temperature. From Table I, it is apparent that even in the case of 5% O2–95% N2 the $P(O_2–\text{interface})$ is only 1.7 × 10–3 atm. The electrical conductivity of YSZ is constant down to $P(O_2) = 10–25$ atm,20,21 and that of LSM is also stable down to $P(O_2) = 10–10$ atm at 1000 °C.22–24 In these experimental conditions, therefore, the intrinsic electrical conductivities of LSM and YSZ should be unaffected by $P(O_2–\text{interface})$ under current load.

Among the various factors, the element interdiffusion between LSM cathode and YSZ electrolyte is strongly related to this behavior. For the cell used in this study, LSM cathode was sintered on YSZ electrolyte over 1300 °C for 2 h in the fabrication process. Such high

Figure 9. Ohmic resistance tested via current interruption method during the 15th cycle.
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